
Classroom Activity notes 
Raising aspirations around our children’s future includes focusing on positive behaviours and thoughts around money; 
not just giving them the knowledge and skills, but also developing their attitudes to make good decisions about their 
finances.

Savings Goal Planner

Starter – Talk about it… 
Understanding that saving is a key part of our lives means children will be able to create their own savings goal plans; 
but first, allow time for some discussion about their understanding of saving and what their exposure is currently.

Talk about it: Set 1
How many children save themselves? What do they save for? How do they save?

Talk about it: Set 2
Who else saves for them? What are they saving for? How is the money saved?

Talk about it: Set 3
What motivates them to save? What might stop them from saving?

Take note of their responses and when creating the savings goal plan remind them of things they can add in.

Savings Goal Planner activity 

This is a three-part activity, looking at three key stages of setting savings goals – foundation, build and target. It will 
allow each child to create their own savings goal plan (whether they already save or not) in a fun and interactive way, 
considering how they will:

	 •	 Create	a	foundation for their savings – Where will they save?

	 •	 Build their savings – What will they save? How much? How often?

	 •	 Plan	their	savings	target – Why are they saving? What are they saving for?

We have provided two ways this activity can be used in the classroom, depending on the age of the pupils you are 
working with. The activity is designed to engage all pupils, regardless of whether or not they are currently saving 
through your school savings club. 

It can be used to encourage more pupils to join your savings club, while also helping those that are already saving to 
think about what they are saving for.



Key Stage 1/Lower Key Stage 2 
Pupils	pick	a	savings	goal	plan	template	of	their	choice	and	create	their	own	design	using	words,	colours	and	
pictures.

Key Stage 2 
For older pupils, show them one of the templates and ask them why they think it can be used as a savings 
goal plan – use the template shown as a working example and allow them time to consider how this shows 
the three stages: foundation, build and target.

 1. In teams, pupils create their own savings goal plan template to represent the three stages of   
  foundation, build and target. Have the teams present their ideas to the class. 

	 2.	 Pupils	then	individually	use	the	template	they	have	designed	to	create	their	own	savings	goal	plan.

Creating a Savings Goal Planner

TREE 
Roots are the foundation of a tree, 
from where the trunk grows tall 
and strong (build), allowing the 
branches and leaves to reach for 
the sunshine (target).

EXAMPLE 
In the roots a child will write or draw a money box (foundation), 
in the trunk a child will write 50p a week and half of their birthday 
money (build), on the branches and in the leaves a child will list the 
items they want to save for. Such as holiday, magazine, computer 
game, fish food, toy for their dog, present for parent/carer (target).

CASTLE 
The moat (foundation) of the castle is created to protect the walls (build), which are built to protect the 
people within. The tower is the tallest part of the castle to fly the royal flag (target) from.

FURTHER SUGGESTIONS 
- Other ideas for savings goal plan templates include a dart or archery board, a shed, a sunflower, etc. 

-	 Pupils	can	have	more	than	one	savings	goal,	perhaps	some	short	term	ones	and	a	long	term	one.	For		
 example, the leaves of the tree template can each have a goal in them, or the towers of the castle can  
 have the short term goals and the long term goal can be in the flag.  

- Display the final products in the classroom, or send them home in book bags to encourage further   
 discussion.

- Include information on the school savings club and how this could form part of achieving their savings  
 goal plan.
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